SITE SAFETY PLAN FOR FOUNDATION ENHANCEMENTS AT
270 PARK AVE, MANHATTAN, NY

FOUNDATION WORK:

ALT 2 INSTALLATION OF CAISSONS AND PILE CAPS (CEL, SUB)  
ALT 2 FOUNDATION ENHANCEMENTS AT D1 LINE  
ALT-2 PARTIAL HAND DEMOLITION OF SUB-CELLAR 2 SLAB  
ALT-2 PARTIAL MECHANICAL DEMOLITION OF CELLAR, SUB-CELLAR 1 TO 3 SLABS

JOE No. 121189285  
JOE No. 121204810  
JOE No. 140883836  
JOE No. 121207087

AMENDMENT #5
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AMENDMENT #5
NOTES:

1. All work requiring exclusion zones shall be performed during weeknights and weekends.

EXCLUSION ZONE 1

When performing demolition between griddlines E & F, vacate northern portion of East Side Access space as shown in plan. Vacate tracks 41 & 42 and platform U.

EXCLUSION ZONE 2

When performing demolition between griddlines F & G, vacate track 40 and platform T.

EXCLUSION ZONE 3

When performing demolition between griddlines H & J, vacate tracks 36 & 37, and platform R.

EXCLUSION ZONE 4

When performing demolition between griddlines J & K, vacate tracks 34 & 35, and platform Q.

EXCLUSION ZONE 5

When performing demolition between griddlines G & H, vacate tracks 39 & 38, and platform S.

EXCLUSION ZONE 6

When performing demolition between griddlines J & L, vacate tracks 34 & 35, and associated maintenance yard.

PREVIOUSLY CREATED OPENINGS TYP.

NEW OPENINGS TO BE MADE TYP.
WHEN PERFORMING DEMOLITION BETWEEN GRIDLINES G & H, ENFORCE EXCLUSION ZONE 3. SEE PLAN ON SSP-309.

WHEN PERFORMING DEMOLITION BETWEEN GRIDLINES E TO G, ENFORCE EXCLUSION ZONES 1 & 2. SEE PLAN ON SSP-309.

HYDRANT
E. 47TH ST
VANDERBILT AVENUE

GROUND FLOOR PARTIAL PLAN
Scale: 1" = 15'-0"
GROUND FLOOR SLAB OPENING VARIIES BY LOCATION 3'-4"± MIN. 19'± MAX. (3-'8"± SHOWN)

3'-8"± HUNG CEILING SLAB OPENING

GROUND FLOOR SLAB OPENING VARIIES BY LOCATION 3'-4"± MIN. 5'± MAX. (3-'8"± SHOWN)

HUNG CEILING SLAB OPENING VARIIES BY LOCATION 3'-8"± MIN. 3'-9"± MAX. (3-'8"± SHOWN)

SECTION C-C: F-LINE SHEAR WALL
Scale : 1/4" = 1'-0"

SECTION D-D: S-A-LINE SHEAR WALL
Scale : 1/4" = 1'-0"

NOTES:
1. THE GROUND FLOOR SLAB CAN BE DEEMED BY R.C.L. SHEAR WALL年輕 AND WAREHOUSES.
2. THE HUNG CEILING SLAB SHALL BE CHARGED BY HIM:-
3. ALLOW MED RECESS AND HANGING CEILING IN PLACE.

AMENDED PLAN
APPROVED
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CSC SSP
SEQUENCE 3:

1. WHENEVER BREEZE AND/OR COMBUSTIBLE LIQUIDS AND VOLATILE TOWERS ARE A BLAST IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THEY BE AVOIDED OR PROTECTED FROM THE BLAST EFFECT.
2. BLOWING, STEERING, AND CONTROLLING DUST CAN BE REACHED.
3. SNOW AND ICE外壳符合出坏象应作为需要。

FLOOR OPENINGS

FINAL SITE CONDITION - PLAN
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PARTIAL DEMOLITION OF CELLAR SLABS FOR FOUNDATION CONSTRUCTION AT 270 PARK AVENUE, MANHATTAN, NY

ZONING INFORMATION

Joseph C. Civetta & Sons, Inc.
1123 Bronx River Ave, Bronx, NY 10472
Ph: (718) 589-9000

266 Merrick Road, Suite 300, Lynbrook, N.Y. 11563
Tel: (516) 791-2600  Fax: (516) 791-5425

266 Merrick Road, Suite 300, Lynbrook, N.Y. 11563
Tel: (516) 791-2600  Fax: (516) 791-5425

JOHN CIVETTA & SONS, INC.
1123 BRONX RIVER AVE, BRONX, NY 10472
Ph: (718) 589-9000

Understanding information.